A People’s Climate Movement
This is the place we call home.¹

Notice where trees grow abundantly and where they don’t.³

See where our waters flow, bearing pollutants that cause harm.²

All around us, inequity is creating climate injustice.⁴
At 350PDX, we believe that no matter the color of your skin, where you come from, or your access to wealth...

You deserve a livable climate. 350PDX is a local people’s movement fighting for climate justice.

Read on to find out how we will win and how you can help.
You’ve likely been told the climate crisis is all your fault due to choices like what kind of car you drive or what kind of lightbulbs you buy. Don’t believe it.

Fossil fuel corporations (and the politicians in their pockets) love to spread misinformation about the climate crisis, promoting false solutions and trying to shift blame from corporations to individuals.

The solution? We must work together to change systems, not individuals.
The fights for racial, social, and climate justice are deeply connected. They are tied to the same root causes of systemic oppression, colonization, and white supremacy.

All around the world, all across America, and here in Portland...

The people hit first and worst by climate chaos are the most vulnerable. Over and over, systemic failures come to roost in frontline communities, and Portland is no exception.
At 350PDX, we tackle the root causes of climate injustice to win a just transition to a sustainable future.

This means centering frontline communities in seeking just solutions, while understanding we can always do better. It also means building people power and an unstoppable movement of movements with folks across the city.

Here are a few of our partners in the movement:

1. **Coalition of Communities of Color**
2. **APANO**
3. **OPAL**
4. **SUNRISE MOVEMENT PDX**
5. **COLUMBIA RIVERKEEPER**
6. **VERDE**
A few of the things we’ve accomplished together...

- Passing the Portland Clean Energy Fund (Nov 2018)
- Defeating Jordan Cove LNG (Dec 2021)
- Passing the 100% Clean Energy for All statewide bill (June 2021)
- Passing City Charter Reform (Nov 2022)
- Delaying a Shell arctic icebreaker ship at the St. Johns Bridge, leading to Shell Oil pulling out of the Arctic (July 2015)

Visit 350pdx.org/about-us/key-accomplishments/ for more.

Does activism work? Yes!

Together, and working with other groups across the city, we’ve achieved major wins for climate justice.

With your help, we can build the Portland climate movement bigger than ever before. From taking two minutes to write a postcard, to showing up for an action night or protest, there are many ways you can get involved. Take your pick!
Let's talk about YOU - what you believe in, what you love to do, and your stake in this fight.

Let's talk about US - how we're so much stronger and healthier together, because relationships are building blocks of powerful movements.

Let's talk about NOW, this moment in time when so much is at stake.

Join the conversation by signing up for our email list, taking our Action Pledge, and/or attending one of our popular trainings. We can't wait to meet you!

Learn more at 350pdx.org.

1 Portland, OR is located on the traditional lands of the Multnomah, Wasco, Cowlitz, Kithlamet, Clackamas, Bands of Chinook, Tualitin, Kalapuya, Molalla, and many other Native tribes.

2 Industrial pollution and logging lead to reduced water quality, primarily affecting rural, low-income, and BIPOC communities.

3 Historic redlining and ongoing racist land-use policies have led to deep inequity. For example, Laurelhurst neighborhood, which tends wealthier and whiter, has much denser tree coverage than Lents neighborhood, where there are more BIPOC and people living on low incomes.

4 Portland has the most polluted air in our state, with BIPOC communities facing the greatest health impacts of airborne toxins.

5 Probable Futures, https://probablefutures.org/maps/?selected_map=ci59m7jcm001414o1hqf8x68l&volume=heat&warming_scenario=1#2.2/0/0

